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Abstract: Traditional Digital Libraries require human editorial control over the lifecycles of digital objects 
contained therein. This imposes an inherent (human) overhead on the maintenance of these digital libraries, 
which becomes unwieldy once the number of important information units in the digital library becomes too large. 
A revised framework is needed for digital libraries that takes the onus off the editor and allows the digital library to 
directly control digital object lifecycles, by employing a set of transformation rules that operate directly on the 
digital objects themselves. In this paper we motivate and describe a revised digital library framework that utilises 
transformation rules to automatically optimise system resources. We evaluate this library in three scenarios and 
also outline how we could apply concepts from this revised framework to address other challenges for digital 
libraries and digital information access in general. 
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1. Introduction  
The volume of digital information in the world is increasing every day. Our mobile phones can capture and stream 
digital video content, our digital video recorders can record hundreds of hours of content, our cameras can take 
thousands of photos, and some individuals have even gone so far as recording everything that they see and 
experience [1]. Never before have such content creation tools been in the hands of so many. Truly, we are 
witnessing the dawn of a new age of content creation, where we are transforming from a generation of content 
consumers to a new generation of content creators. The challenge to be addressed is not how to capture these 
oceans of data, rather it is how we store and locate relevant information from our archives. 
Conventionally, content creators have assumed the principle of ‘store everything’ and that a googlisation [3] 
phase of software development will eventually address the problems of locating content from our vast archives. 
However our conjecture is that the ‘store everything’ principle is far from ideal and we propose a different solution, 
that of self-regulating digital libraries. Although it has mostly gone unnoticed, in 2007 a key milestone was 
reached in the history of computing, when the amount of information available surpassed the amount of available 
storage space [4]. The ‘store everything’ principle cannot be upheld, therefore the onus of digital library 
maintenance either rests on the shoulder of a human editor, or the digital library itself must take some 
responsibility for optimally managing the data contained therein. Assuming the second of the two options, then 
this poses a new challenge for digital libraries, namely how to effectively self-manage vast quantities of 
heterogeneous data, avoiding the imposition of a significant user overhead in the data management process. 
2. Background and Motivation  
In 2008, there were a billion digital cameras or camera phones capturing data [4], more than 900 million personal 
computers and over half a billion audio players. Looking forward to 2010, it is expected that the installed base of 
such devices will be 50% larger. Much of the information created by these devices will be stored in digital libraries 
and how we store, search and access this information in personal and shared digital libraries is a subject of 
ongoing research.  Motivation for this work comes from the authors’ experience of developing large-scale digital 
libraries for both digital video [5] and pioneering distributed sensor networks [6]. Our experience suggests that the 
conventional (ad-hoc) information lifecycle management of digital objects in digital libraries is no longer sufficient. 
There are ‘off-the-shelf’ digital library solutions that adhere to the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach [7], however these 
libraries will rely heavily on metadata-based digital object organisation and will require significant editorial input to 
the management process. Constructing digital libraries specifically to suit the requirements of a particular 
scenario, such as managing archives of digital video content [8], or archives of written text, such as Project 
Gutenberg [10], is one approach. Such an approach however introduces significant overheads for both digital 
library management and for the creation of the digital library in the first-place, both of which are beyond the scope 
of many organisations, and certainly most individuals. 
In this paper we present a revised framework for digital libraries where the digital objects are transient (can be 
transformed from one representation to another) instead of fixed in nature. In addition, our framework is a self 
regulating framework which means that the overhead of organizing data in the digital library is maintained by the 
digital library itself, and does not rely on the user to manage the digital library content.  We will make use of three 
application scenarios to describe the impact of the revised framework for digital libraries: two everyday use 
scenarios, and another scenario that is likely to become important in years to come as more and more individuals 
begin to maintain personal digital libraries of life experiences. These three scenarios are: 
• Security Video: There are millions of digital security video cameras in existence, and each is recording 
onto a fixed size storage infrastructure. At present, unless there is an immediate and pressing need to 
access the video footage, it is simply deleted after a prescribed period of time.   
• PVR: Take a Personal (digital) Video Recorder (PVR) which typically has a fixed size hard disk that can 
store in the order of hundreds of hours of recorded content in a personal digital video library. Due to this 
upper bound on storage resources, eventually at some point the user will have to delete content. 
• HDM: a Human Digital Memory (HDM), though a very new concept, is concerned with capturing and 
storing life experiences digitally, as exemplified by Gordon Bell’s MyLifeBits [1] project at Microsoft or 
the author’s experiences of gathering visual HDMs [2]. Over the course of a lifetime, one can imagine 
the enormous data requirements for these (extremely) personal digital libraries, whereby upwards of a 
million digital photos can be captured annually. This is a scenario that is likely to become more common 
in the coming years. 
The framework we present in this paper is ahead-of-the-curve in that we have examined challenging digital library 
scenarios from everyday experiences, but also the HDM scenario and in so doing we are in a position to present 
a revised digital library framework that has been guided by both the real-world needs of today, and the 
challenging needs of tomorrow. 
We now identify background research in the areas of digital libraries, digital objects, information lifecycle 
management and digital video libraries, before discussing our new digital library framework in Section 4 and our 
implementation and results in section 5.   
3. Digital Libraries  
A digital library is defined as a ‘focused collection of digital objects, including text, video, and audio, along with 
methods for access and retrieval, and for selection, organization, and maintenance of the collection’ [11]. While 
traditionally digital libraries have been large digital representations of conventional libraries, nowadays with the 
advent of ubiquitous content creation, digital libraries are managed by individuals and they are incorporating 
increasing amounts of personal digital information, for example, videos, photos, digital memories and emails [12].  
Regardless of whether the library is a personal library or a conventional shared repository library, the building 
blocks of digital libraries are as follows: 
• Digital objects, which are the key underlying data stored in digital libraries. A digital object adheres to a 
pre-specified digital object lifecycle. 
• Metadata concerning these digital objects. Often this metadata is used as the sole underlying content to 
support resource discovery within the digital library. 
• Software to access the digital objects in the libraries, including management tools, search tools and 
interfaces. 
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4. A Revised Framework for Digital Libraries 
The framework for a digital library that we present is based on the concept that digital objects are transient 
instead of being static/fixed and that software is constantly managing the digital objects to ensure that they are 
always in the most suitable format for the digital library. This allows us to better meet the new challenges for 
digital library systems that are posed as we face ever-increasing quantities of digital content. Digital objects in our 
framework can be dynamically transformed into new representations to allow for flexible and optimal use of the 
information contained in them.  
4.1 Architecture 
In a conventional digital library, objects are imported, published to the library, and accessed and managed 
through a user interface. The framework we propose differs from a conventional digital library in that it contains 
two new concepts, an Observer and a Transformation Engine which control the internal lifecycle of the digital 
objects in the library, where typically these digital objects would be simply in the ‘publish’ state and accessible to 
the end user. The architecture for our digital library framework is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Components of extended framework for digital libraries. 
 
 The typical import-to-publish scenario in our framework (shown in Figure 2) can be explained as follows: 
1) Upon importing an object into the digital library, metadata is imported/generated to support user access. 
2) The Observer’s role in the framework is to examine the digital objects and their metadata, looking for a 
trigger state (a pre-defined object state), so as to apply transformation rules. 
3) Upon positive evaluation of a trigger state, the Observer sends a transform command which identifies 
the digital object and the transformation rule to be applied. 
4) Finally, the digital object is transformed by the Transformation Engine, which will convert the object from 
one state/representation into another state/representation; hence it is a transient digital object. The 
digital object remains in the library and the process continues. 
We will now look in detail at the digital objects, their lifecycle, and transformation rules of our digital library 
framework. 
4.2 Digital Objects 
Digital Objects in our framework can be comprised of any sort of data (video, image, audio). In addition, each 
object will have a set of metadata tied to it, together with the object's lifecycle state in the digital library (capture, 
import, publish, delete). Typical metadata consists of creation and access time of the object, data size of the 
object as stored on a storage medium, and the location from where the object’s data can be fetched. Other 
metadata may be created by the digital library system to help indexing and searching over the objects, or to 
improve access. Typically, such metadata is object-specific. Additional metadata may also be added either 
manually or during transformation. 
4.2.1 Digital Object Lifecycle 
We consider objects in our framework to be transient in nature, as a benefit of digitalization. An example of how 
we use this property is when objects are transformed with the purpose of data reduction, to occupy less space on 
a storage medium, but still contain the important information. Transformation is not limited to data reduction 
however; rather it allows for any kind of alteration of the objects. Examples may be to convert video data from 
one format to another to make it suitable for access on certain systems, change the resolution of an image to 
make it fit in a certain context, or perhaps to do speech recognition from audio data and add the text transcript to 
the object metadata.  
To manage the transient digital objects in our library, a revised lifecycle state description needs to be available to 
each object. After creation of the digital objects when they are imported into the library, our framework proposes 
that digital objects, rather than be maintained in a fixed capture, import or publish state, can transition into new 
forms according to dynamic configurations. Although this can be used to, for example, remove private data from 
an object during capture or import, most transitions will normally occur in the published state, where objects can 
enter a cycle of transitions. As long as the object stays published and does not get deleted it can make a new 
transition cycle where each cycle results in a new digital form of the object. The cardinal example is when objects 
are revised for each cycle, reducing the data or altering it into a more suitable form. Figure 3 shows a transient 
digital object lifecycle, in which a digital object is captured, imported, published (cycles through a number of 
phases of data transformation/reduction) and finally deleted. 
 
Figure 3. A statefull lifecycle of transient digital objects. 
 
When a digital object is observed for example in the publish state, and when the observing device evaluates the 
status of the object to be true (given certain requirements) the object is transformed into another representation in 
the publish state. This process continues as long as the object stays in the published state, or the digital object is 
deleted from the library. By default, an object goes back to being observed after a transformation. The time at 
which an object is selected for transformation is dependent on a set of manually generated transformation rules 
that govern the process.  
The key factor in this framework and lifecycle is that the digital object is not persistent in a certain state, a key 
difference from other digital libraries. Rather, the object undergoes a sequence of transformations, the necessity 
for which in our framework can be decided by the digital library itself. In addition, the nature of the transformation 
rules needs to be specified for the type of library and the nature of the digital objects therein. For example, the 
transformation rules for a PVR library would differ from the transformation rules for a security video library or 
personal photo library. In a PVR, a transformation rule could be to remove adverts, while in a security video 
library a transformation rule may be to delete any content that occurs at night and has no events with video 
motion. 
4.2.2 Digital Object Transformations 
In our framework, object transformations are specified by a set of rules that are extensible and can be viewed as 
plug-ins into the digital library. These rules operate differently on each type of digital objects. Digital objects can 
then have either their data or the metadata (or both) transformed (altered) by these rules. Objects are triggered 
for transformation by one or more conditions, specified in the transformation rules. For example, one rule could 
have as a pre-condition that a digital object is in a published state prior to execution; another could check object 
metadata entries such as timestamp or geographical location. When such a condition is observed, a trigger 
command is sent to the transformation engine which will then apply the corresponding transformation on the 
respective object.  
To maintain data integrity, object transformations are atomic (similar to transactions in a DBMS) and performed in 
a single transaction where the object change from state S1 to state S2. During a transaction the digital object is 
not in the publish state and can only be accessed by the transformation engine. Upon completion of the 
transformation, the object is returned to its previous state if nothing else is specified in the transformation rule. 
4.3 Transformation Rules 
Transformation rules consist of trigger conditions and transformation software. Trigger conditions define one or 
several metadata fields to observe, threshold values for each field, and the comparison method to be applied on 
the threshold value (equals, less than, greater than, etc.). A field can also appear several times with different 
threshold values. AND or OR operators can be used to combine more than one metadata field in order to create 
constructs such as a range ("greater than x AND lower than y"). A simple example of this would be a trigger 
condition for all objects created between 1st and 31st of March 2007. 
Transformation software describes the operations to be performed on the digital object once triggered. The 
simplest software will only alter some of the metadata values of a digital object. One such rule can for example 
have as its only task to move objects from import state to publish state. On the other end of the scale is software 
that performs deep analysis over the object data itself, for example on low-level image features. A transformation 
rule may alter the object’s metadata to indicate that the object has been transformed by this rule, or in a more 
advanced example will also insert a timestamp when transformation was last performed by this rule. 
 
Figure 4. Example transition path diagram of an arbitrary framework implementation. 
 
Figure 4Error! Reference source not found. shows an example transition path diagram for a typical framework 
implementation. Objects are here shown to be either observed O, transformed T, accessed A, or deleted D. After 
capture (1), objects are transformed by TM, an example transformation rule generating additional metadata before 
import. Objects are then sent to the import state (2), where they are observed O. Before publish, objects are 
transformed by TP, an example privacy rule which filters out data of a private nature (3) before making the objects 
accessible from the library (published, 4). In the published state, observed objects can either be accessed (7), 
deleted (8), or transformed by TR, a data reduction transformation rule. Objects can circle between this rule and 
TQ, a quality rule filtering out bad quality data (6a and 6b), or go back to being observed (5). Objects are deleted 
by TD, a deletion transformation rule, sending objects to the terminal state D (9). Note, once published an object 
cannot go back to the capture or import state.   
Our framework library implementation can be extended by adding new transformation rules to deal with new 
information sources and data types. Each transformation rule is in reality a plug-in, defined to work under certain 
conditions and on specific type of data. 
 
 
 
5. Framework Evaluations 
We employ our proposed framework on three real-world use cases where we look to dynamically reduce the 
amount of data stored in the digital library via transformation rules. First use case covers a video surveillance 
system, the second a personal video recorder while the third addresses the case of human digital memories. 
5.1 Video Surveillance Use Case 
At the end of 2006 in Britain alone, there was an estimate of 4.2m CCTV (Closed-circuit television) systems used 
for security surveillance – one for every 14 people [18]. If all cameras were recording 24 hours a day and no data 
was discarded, the CCTV's of Britain would generate roughly 6.9 petabytes (7.2m GB) a day, calculated for an 
image resolution of 2CIF (704x288) and a frame rate of 25 frames-per-second. Obviously, this amount of data 
cannot be feasible stored; only a small fraction of this data is likely to be useful into the future so it should ideally 
be stored. However, with so many security cameras, selecting which images to store is beyond any manual 
driven process. CCTV therefore makes an ideal subject area for testing our framework. 
We created a small scale digital security video library (Figure 6) in which a security camera constantly monitors 
the only access door into a multi-person office location. The video stream captured from the camera is partitioned 
into one hour-long segments and imported into the digital library. These segments are the initial digital objects 
which will later be transformed to achieve storage size reduction. 
Transformations are defined via a set of rules that in time will reduce the digital object from a raw video segment 
into just a face and body patch frame, as shown in Figure 5. Between transformations the objects are published 
in one of the four states described below: 
• Raw video state (S1), the import state of each one hour-long raw video possible containing possible 
door access events which were not yet detected. 
• Event video state (S2), where the video object has been transformed from a one hour segment (S1) 
into a number of short video event objects representing individual door security events (S2). 
• Event keyframe state (S3), where a video object (S2) has been transformed into a keyframe image, 
automatically selected to show the person stepping through the door frame (S3). 
• Face & body state (S4), where the keyframe image object (S3) has been transformed into a cropped 
image of the face and body patch of that person (S4). 
 
 
Figure 5. Stages of transformation, from S1 to S4. 
 
The transformation rules that govern the lifecycle of the digital objects are configured as a chain in our 
implementation, thus they are triggered one after another. This is done in order to allow publishing of a video 
object immediate after capture since performing the video analysis requires some amount of time. The final face 
and body patch state is the optimal storage size of the object. However a number of processing steps need to be 
performed in order to obtain it and this takes some amount of time. Without the intermediate publishing stages 
the object would either be offline or would remain unmodified until the entire visual processing is completed.   
If our library framework had followed conventional digital object lifecycles, then the storage requirements for a 
security video camera in a busy location would be such that the lifecycle of the objects would require object 
deletion within a short period of time. In our case, a 360 GB storage medium would be able to hold only a week of 
full quality video data from our prototype installation.  
Three transformation rules govern the object transformation chain as detailed below: 
• Video event Transformation Rule triggering the change of a video segment object from state S1 into a 
number of objects in state S2. An event in our prototype is defined as the situation when someone walks 
through the door (in or out), as identified by automated transformation software. As a result of this 
transformation, one hour of video may be replaced by several events of people walking through the door. 
On average, the digital objects in state S2 contain about 4.5 seconds of video.  
• Event keyframe Transformation Rule applied on an object (video clip) in state S2 in order to reduce it 
to a single event image (keyframe) by selecting a video frame that shows the person in the middle of the 
door frame. This process also detects whether the person is entering or leaving the office, which is 
added as metadata to the digital object. 
• Face & body Transformation Rule that further reduce an object in state S3 from a large image, to just 
an image area containing the person head and another area corresponding to the person’s upper body 
section.  
These transformations save a significant amount of disk space for every digital object. For experimentation, video 
was captured at 4 fps (frames per second) from the video camera, and keyframes extracted from the video were 
stored as JPEG images at a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. At reasonable compression rates, one second of 
video requires 635 kB of disk space and one hour then amounts for up to 2.18 GB. The amount of important data, 
represented by important event information, is highly dynamic, varying according to the time-of-day and day-of-
week. On average, there were 120 events during a day, and most activity was observed between 10 AM and 4 
PM from Monday to Friday.    
 
Figure 6. Main interface for the security video implementation. 
 
 
Figure 6 shows the main interface for our implementation of a video surveillance use case. Objects from S4 
(cropped face of person) is displayed in a time-ordered fashion. Images are given weight by importance of person 
(known, rare, unknown), visualized by a larger image and change of color. Library objects can be browsed by 
date and/or selected from event-summary bars. 
We can compare the storage capacity the objects require in each of the four stages for a given day as shown in 
Figure 7. The reduction in storage capacity required for any given day is from 52.3 GB (S1) to 0.6MB (S4), yet 
the digital library still maintains the key events in the archive. Because it relies on a less than perfect face 
detection algorithm the transformation from S3 to S4 does result in only 84% of the events being represented by 
an accurate picture. This deficiency could be significantly alleviated by using a more advanced face detection 
algorithm, and an improved algorithm will tend towards 100% accuracy [20]. 
  
Figure 7. Disk space reduction per day through S1-S4 on a logarithmic scale. 
 
Another benefit of this reduction is in providing speed-up for search and visualization of events recorded in the 
archive. Even more, the time taken with the low-level processing the content is significantly reduced for example 
when seeking for a particular face in the video data, such as the face of an intruder. We evaluated our face 
detection algorithm on a day’s objects in each of the four states (S1-S4). Naturally, the time it took to perform the 
query on a given day’s data decreased rapidly, as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Search time reduction through S1-S4 on a logarithmic scale. 
 
Figure 9 illustrates an example search performed during evaluation. An extracted body-patch of a person is used 
as input where the low-level color features of body area represents the query “find persons wearing clothing of 
this color”. The result is a set of face captures corresponding to people dressed similarly. Naturally, more 
advanced search capabilities will be required in a real-world security system. 
 Figure 9. Example search result of persons wearing clothing with similar color to that of a sample input. 
 
The experimental results show that the proposed framework is successful at drastically reducing the amount of 
data that need to be stored in a digital library. Indeed when comparing S1 to S4, there is an 85,000 times 
reduction in the quantity of data stored, making it possible to store effectively a virtually infinite amount of events.  
To assess the effectiveness of our S1-S2 transformation we performed a brief evaluation of event recall, and 
concluded that all the important events were correctly identified. We note that not all digital library deployments 
could apply this framework, or could obtain such drastic reductions in disk space. In this use case, the scenario 
lent itself very well to our framework. 
5.2 PVR Use Case 
Personal digital video recorders are emerging as the standard gadget to replace the classical VCR, and it is likely 
that in a few years time the vast majority of homes will contain a PVR. Since these are essentially entertainment 
devices designed to be used in the lean-back, enjoyment-orientated location of the living room, the need for the 
PVR personal digital library to be self-regulating and make best use of the limited storage space (a hundred 
standard-definition shows is typical) is essential. In order for this to be achievable, one needs transformation 
rules designed to work with broadcast TV content. In our previous research [5] we have developed digital libraries 
for digital video data recorded from the TV and one aspect of this research was the development of a number of 
digital video analysis and summarisation techniques, which can make for ideal transformation rules. In applying 
the framework to a PVR scenario, we can identify a number of transformation rules that can be suitable to such a 
deployment. These rules typically concern content reduction. 
• Format Transformation: The storage capacity of a DVR device depends on the format in which the 
content is saved on the disc. Format parameters such as image size, audio and video compression 
directly influence the size of stored video and also the audio-visual quality of the content. Most DVR 
appliances use the MPEG-2 encoding format since this is the predominant standard for digital TV 
broadcast (DVB).  For convenience most DVR store directly the DVB bit stream without applying any 
format transformation to reduce disk space requirements. Transformation rules that decrease the frame 
size and the visual resolution can pack more content into a smaller bit-rate thus extending the storage-
hours capacity.  An experiment detailed in [21] shows that the visual quality of the content, as perceived 
by humans, can be maintained at satisfactory levels even for relatively low bit-rates.   
• Advertisement removal Transformation Rule: A study by Arbitron/Edison Media Research found that 
"nearly one in three (29%) [DVR owners] say the ability to skip TV ads is the main reason they record 
TV programs" [22]. Ad detection and skipping has become a standard feature for many personal 
recorders. However the commercial DVR available on the market allow users only to fast-forward or 
jump through commercial break but do not consider ad deletion in order to increase storage hours.  
Advertising densities vary with region, but typically are between 12-16 minutes per hour.  Given a 
advertisement removal transformation rule, this would allow the saving of up to 26%.  On an average 
DVR allowing 200 hours of storage this means 40 to 52 extra hours.   
• News story Transformation Rule: News journals are among the most watched TV programs and 
probably also widely recorded by DVR users. Typically most viewers are interested only in certain news 
stories or sections of the journal. Techniques for segmentation of news stories have proven successful 
in delivering personalized access to news content [5]. Equipping DVRs with content transformation rules 
based on such technology would allow removal, during or post recording, of news content that does not 
match user’s interests. The actual space savings introduces by such a transformation-rule is dependent 
on user’s preferences.  
• Sports Transformation Rule: As it happens with most recorded TV content the user interest in keeping 
a copies of old games decreases in time especially when storage space becomes a problem.  However, 
often the case is that although pressured for storage space the user will want to at least save the best 
game moments. Algorithms that automatically detect important moments in the game are available for 
field sports [23] and can be employed to extract game highlights. For example, the method described in 
[23] allows for a reduction in stored game content of 65-74% while retaining 90% of top events for field 
sports such as soccer and rugby.  In terms of storage requirements this means that the best moments 
can be compacted into a summary three times shorter than the game duration, which results in storage 
savings of about 60 minutes in the case of a soccer match and 55 minutes in the case of a rugby match. 
 
Figure 10. Disk space reduction on 200 hours of TV content.  
 
Figure 10 illustrates the significant savings in storage space obtained for 200 hours of TV content encoded in 
MPEG-2 TS format (DVB stream encoding). This virtual test corpus amounting for 300 GB of disk space contains 
50 hours of news (25%), 50 hours of field sports (25%), while rest of the content is made of other TV programs. 
As the content is trimmed down objects pass through as chain of states as detailed below: 
• Original state (S1) before transformation of any objects. 
• Advertisement removal state (S2) obtained after the ads have been deleted. 
• News story removal state (S3) where news content videos are processed assuming that only half of 
the stories featured in a journal are of interests to the user, thus discarding the other half. 
• Sports summarization state (S4) where the sports content objects are summarised into the top 90% 
events.  
• Video format conversion state 1 (S5) obtained when video objects are reduced from the original 
MPEG-2 TS encoding format to MPEG-4 format without changing the image resolution. 
• Video format conversion state 2 (S6) after downsizing the image resolution of S4 objects from the 
original 720x576 pixels to 360x288 pixels. This image resolution still allows a good visual quality despite 
the encoding low bit-rate. 
• Video format conversion state 3 (S7) which shows a further reduction of the image resolution of S5 
objects to 180x144 pixels. This is a relatively poor visual resolution and is used here only for illustrative 
purpose.   
The video format conversion transformations S5 to S7 are possible within a single conversion step; however we 
use them independently for clarity.  
5.3 HDM Use Case 
A Human Digital Memory is a form of capturing and storing digitally daily events from an individual’s life 
experiences.  Over the years an individual can collect enormous amounts of data in this way and this is difficult to 
store and manage effectively without automating most tasks. For example the data collected by the author while 
wearing a Microsoft SenseCam for a period of almost two years [2] amounts for more than two million photos 
automatically captured. Due to the fact that this camera was configured to automatically take photos about every 
50 seconds there can be a significant level of semantic redundancy within any given event, such as while the 
wearer is taking a half hour lunch there are 36 images showing the same food plate. Two or three photos would 
be enough to semantically summarise the event in the daily log. The camera also incorporates a set of sensors 
that will trigger a photo capture for changes of position, motion or environmental parameters. Out of the almost 
4500 images captured daily some will be affected by problem such as motion blurring, defocus, semantic 
redundancy within events, etc. Three transformation rules can be built in the HDM library in order to reduce an 
object size. Each object is initially represented in the library as event represented by a sequence of photos 
together with the associated metadata coming from the camera sensors.   
    
• Visual Quality Transformation Rule removes from the sequence object all blurred, defocused and low 
contrast images.  
• Redundant sequence Transformation Rule reduces the number of photos representing a given object 
when there is near duplication within the image sequence. Typical cases are when the camera wearer 
reads, works at the computer, drives car, etc.  
• Salient object Transformation Rule designed to remove photos that do not appear to contain any 
salient foreground object, such as photos of uniform surfaces (close up on walls, white boards, items 
accidentally covering the camera objective).   
Figure 11 shows the data reduction obtained when applying the above transformation rule for a two million 
photos HDM collection. The state S1 is the original state of the library after importing all events, while states S2, 
S3 and S4 corresponds to the above transformation rules, as follow: 
• Original state (S1) is the state of an event object immediately after being imported in the library. 
• Quality check state (S2) attained after blurred, defocused and/or poor contrasting images have been 
pruned out of the event.  
• Semantic redundancy state (S3) obtained once near duplicate photos have been deleted from the 
event. 
• Salient object state (S4) where meaningless (non-salient) photos have been discarded. 
 
 
Figure 11. Data reduction via transformation rules on a two million photos HDM. 
 
As the data size statistics show the set of transformations defined on the event objects help in discarding almost 
2/3 of the data but the objects still retain the semantics of the event. This is a key challenge for maintaining a long 
term HDM on the limited storage available to individual users today.    
6. Conclusions 
Traditional Digital Libraries require human editorial control over the lifecycles of digital objects which imposes an 
inherent (human) overhead on the maintenance of these digital libraries. In this paper we presented that a 
revised framework is needed for digital libraries that takes the onus off the editor and allows the digital library to 
make decisions regarding digital object lifecycles, by employing a set of transformation rules that operate directly 
on the digital objects themselves. We have shown by means of three use cases how effective the library 
framework can be at optimising the nature of the digital objects contained in the digital library. The use cases 
employed in this work were natural choices in that they reflect the current professional digital library environment 
(security video), the current home user environment (PVR) and the next-generation, extremely challenging HDM 
environment. In all cases we have shown that our framework addresses the challenge mentioned in section 1, 
that of effectively self-managing vast quantities of heterogeneous data and avoiding the imposition of a significant 
user overhead in the data management process. 
In this paper, our focus has been on implementing and evaluating the framework using a suite of transformation 
rules that are designed with the aim of improving the digital library content or reducing the storage space 
requirements of the content, yet retaining semantic meaning or the utility value of the content. Evaluating 
transformation rules that are concerned with non-reduction (e.g. transcoding content from one format to another, 
so as to maintain content in an up-to-date format) was not the subject of evaluation, but this is an inherent aspect 
of the framework we present. The proposed framework will not suit all digital libraries, and transformation rule 
specification will always be a domain-specific task. Still, for content rich digital libraries, especially libraries that 
require the storage of disk-space hungry multimedia data (such as video), our framework will prove very effective.  
For future work we will continue to evaluate the proposed framework for different data types and address issues 
of speed and scale for organizing a lifetime of personal digital data. In addition we will examine how effectively 
we can employ the transformation rules at query-time to help in answering a user query, in effect, to support 
multi-modal access to digital objects in a device-agnostic manner by means of presentation transformations, 
where an object is transformed through a number of iterations until it reaches a suitable format for display on the 
presentation device. We expect this to be important work, especially for long-lasting or personal digital libraries 
because access devices will naturally change and it is important to support all likely access devices both today 
and into the future. Today already we can envisage users accessing a personal digital library using a myriad of 
devices, from mobile phones through to HD digital TVs. In future, we will likely be using new devices, like video 
walls and home surface displays. By the framework’s use of transformation rules on digital objects it should lend 
itself well to an extension where it can also support query-time usage of transformation rules for multi-modal 
access and optimal presentation of objects.  
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